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Banished: 
Louisa Susannah Wells, Loyalist Woman, 1778

Lesson	Guide

Objectives: 

The students will be better able to:

 • Describe the experiences and motivations of a Loyalist in the American colonies during the American   
  Revolution.

 • Obtain information from a variety of primary sources.

Time: 

 • First Person Narrative: 3:56 minutes

 • Analysis Questions: 6 minutes

Grade Level: 6th-12th

Vocabulary: 

The first person narratives contain several words that may be unfamiliar to 21st-century readers. Whenever 
these words are used within narratives or primary sources, the Web page will include definitions for those 
words.  Good historians always have a dictionary nearby when doing research or writing, so students should as 
well.

Here is the list specific to this activity:

 • frolicksome – given to frolicking; merry and playful

 • sounding – (a) measurement of depth especially with a sounding line; (b) the depth so ascertained;   
  (c) a place or part of a body of water where a hand sounding line will reach bottom

Materials: 

 • Computer with Internet access (with Flash plug-in & Adobe Reader)

  – Life at Sea—1680 to 1806 Web site (http://americanhistory.si.edu/onthewater/oral_histories/life_  
      at_sea/)

  – Transcript of the audio clip (http://americanhistory.si.edu/onthewater/pdf/transcript_wells.pdf)

 • Student Worksheet PDF (print or digital) (http://americanhistory.si.edu/onthewater/pdf/worksheet_  
  wells.pdf)

 • Printer (recommended)
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Preparation:

1. Visit the Louisa Susannah Wells  page of Life at Sea—1680 to 1806 (http://americanhistory.si.edu/   
 onthewater/oral_histories/life_at_sea/wells.htm) to preview the content.

2. Download & print the transcript (http://americanhistory.si.edu/onthewater/pdf/transcript_wells.pdf)   
 for the Louisa Susannah Wells  recording.  Consider making  copies for students.

3. Print the student worksheet (http://americanhistory.si.edu/onthewater/pdf/worksheet_wells.pdf) to   
 distribute to students.

Standards:

NCHS 5-12 United States History Standards

 Era 3, Standard 1: The causes of the American Revolution, the ideas and interests involved in forging the   
 revolutionary movement, and the reasons for the American victory  

 Era 3, Standard 2: The impact of the American Revolution on politics, economy, and society  

NCHS 5-12 Standards in Historical Thinking 

 2B: Reconstruct the literal meaning of a historical passage

 2C: Identify the central question(s)

 2E: Read historical narratives imaginatively

 2F: Appreciate historical perspectives

 3B: Consider multiple perspectives

 4B: Obtain historical data from a variety of sources

 4F: Support interpretations with historical evidence

Introduction:

In order to better understand events and people of the past, historians examine many different types of primary 
sources.  Government records, letters, photographs and artifacts are just a few examples of primary sources.  

First-person narratives are a very valuable type of primary source since they are the words of people who 
actually lived through the events they speak of. The audio recordings you will hear are dramatic readings of 
first-person accounts written by real people of the time periods shown.  

Historical Context:

Presentism is an attitude of looking at the past using your present-day attitudes and experiences.  Trying 
to step out of the present and into the true context of the past is always a challenge.  As you tackle this 
historical challenge, rather than think about what you would do in Louisa Susannah Wells’ situation, consider 
her position in society as a female colonist who was loyal to King George III. Try to answer the questions 
objectively without judging her decisions.

Task:

Students use their listening skills to discover important information from the first-person narratives, then 
work with several supporting primary sources to answer questions about Louisa Susannah Wells  and/or her 
experiences.
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Questions:

1. According to the words of Louisa Susannah Wells and referring to at least one supporting primary sources,   
 to which social class do you think Miss Wells belonged?  Was she poor or wealthy? Cite your evidence. 

Miss	Wells	gives	evidence	that	she	and	her	family	belonged	to	the	upper	class	and	
possessed	some	wealth.	Within	her	journal	entry	she	describes	her	company	of	fellow	
travelers,	including	her	personal	maid.	She	also	mentions	in	the	journal	that	Tories	
(Loyalists)	had	a	hard	time	in	procuring	ships	and	crews	to	take	them	out	of	the	colonies	
–	that	she	and	her	family,	and	their	companions	were	able	to	find	transportation	to	
London	indicates	that	they	must	have	had	money	to	pay	for	their	travels.

2. Based on listening to the first-person account of Louisa Susannah Wells and careful reading of an excerpt   
 from her autobiography, explain where Miss Wells was sailing and why.

Miss	Wells	was	travelling	from	Charleston,	South	Carolina,	to	London,	England.	She	
undertook	the	journey	because	she	was	a	Loyalist	during	the	American	Revolution,	and	
she	and	her	party	had	been	banished.	

3. Based on careful reading an excerpt from the autobiography of James Collins and at least one supporting   
 primary source,  list and compare the dangers Miss Wells faced by staying in South Carolina to those of her   
 voyage across the Atlantic.  

According	to	James	Collins’s	account	of	the	treatment	of	Loyalists	in	the	colonies	by	
local		 militiamen,	Miss	Wells	faced	considerable	danger	by	staying	in	the	colonies	
during	this	time	of	upheaval.	If	she	and	her	family	had	stayed,	there	was	a	possibility	
that	their	homes	could	be	invaded	by	‘revolutionaries’,	and	these	men	would	enter	the	
home	at	night,	putting	out	all	the	lights	and	threatening	to	kill	the	men	in	the	household,	
even	going	as	far	as	‘pretending’	to	strike	them	with	swords,	etc…	and	then	hitting	
walls	at	the	last	minute.	All	the	while	the	family	would	be	begging	to	be	spared	their	
lives,	while	other	men	began	pulling	apart	the	home	from	the	roof,	as	well	as	outlying	
buildings.

While	at	sea,	Miss	Wells	dealt	with	seasickness,	boredom,	being	stuck	without	winds,	
and	terrifying	storms,	which	threatened	to	cause	her	physical	harm	as	she	(and	the	
furniture	on		board)	were	tossed	across	the	rooms	as	the	ship	thrashed.	These	storms	
could	also	pose	threats	of	capsizing	the	ship	itself.

Both	options	available	to	Miss	Wells	presented	danger.	While	staying	in	South	Carolina	
she	ran	the	risk	of	becoming	homeless,	a	voyage	at	sea	was	also	dangerous	due	to	the	
physical	conditions	as	well	as	the	considerable	boredom	a	long	journey	entailed.

Compare/Contrast:

Wells’ narrative pairs well with Discomforts of Travel (Samuel Kelly, English Sailor, 1787). The two 
accounts of crossing the Atlantic are only 9 years apart.  One is a passenger, the other a sailor.  Both 
are British subjects.
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Supporting Primary Sources:

See pages 4 through 6 in this guide.

Additional Primary & Secondary Sources:

 • Section of the On the Water exhibition focusing on Life At Sea (http://americanhistory.si.edu/   
  onthewater/exhibition/1_2.html#LifeAtSea1)

 • Section of the Price of Freedom exhibition focusing on the War of Independence (http://american   
  history.si.edu/militaryhistory/printable/section.asp?id=1)

 • Oath of Allegiance from during the War of Independence (http://americanhistory.si.edu/military   
  history/collection/object.asp?ID=472)
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Lead Sounding Weight
Running a vessel aground in coastal waters can cause damage to the hull and lead to the loss of cargoes and lives.   
To navigate shallow waters, sailors used sounding weights to measure the water depth under their vessels. The 
depression in the bottom of the lead weight was filled with tallow or wax to sample the bottom. Knowledge of the 
bottom conditions was used in anchoring.  
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Louisa Susannah Wells
Selected text from the journal of Louisa Susannah Wells in which she reveals why she was leaving Charlestown 
(Charleston), South Carolina.  These passages are from the journal’s first entry.

The Journal of a Voyage from Charlestown, S.C., to London Undertaken During the American Revolution By a 
Daughter of an Eminent American Loyalist [Louisa Susannah Wells] in the Year 1778 And Written from Memory 
only in 1779.  

From a reprint of the journal in the collections of The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden 
Foundations (New York: Arno Press, 1968).

On the 27th of June, my uncle Robert Rowand, his son 
Charles Elliot, Miss Frances Thorney, my maid Bella, 
and I, went on board the Ship “Providence” formerly 
L’Esperance, Richard Stevens, Master, a native of 
Triero in New England, bound to Rotterdam.  The 
other Passengers were Mr. Manson, Owner, Mrs. And 
Miss Manson, and three other children, the youngest 
not two months old.  Mr. and Mrs. Henry, Mr. and 
Mrs. Weir and a Mr. Falconer; master of a Jamaica 
ship, which had been captured and brought into 
Charlestown; but from his great age was liberated.  
We soon dropped down to the Roads, where we lay 
wind bound for several days.  

Every Person on board the “Providence” were 
banished except Captain Stevens.  Never did any of us 
experience joy, so truly, as when we found ourselves 
in the wide Ocean, out of the dominion of Congress.  
You know the many difficulties the poor Tories had 
to encounter in procuring ships, getting Men &c.  
The poor Pilot by whose skill we were indebted for 
safety, seemed to enjoy our happiness, independent 
of our contribution, above his master’s fee.
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James Collins, Teenaged Soldier
At sixteen, James Collins began collecting information about the local Tories (also known as Loyalists). He soon 
graduated to fighting with local informal militias that plundered and killed to terrorize local Tories. He also 
fought with local militias in several battles, including King’s Mountain and Cowpens. He describes how to keep 
Tories under control.

From John M Roberts, ed., Autobiography of a Revolutionary Soldier

We would meet at a time and place appointed, 
probably at a church, schoolhouse, or some vacant 
building, generally in the afternoon, lay off our 
circuit and divide into two or more companies, and 
set off after dark. Whenever we found any Tories, 
we would surround the house, one party would force 
the doors and enter sword in hand, extinguish all 
the lights, if there were any, and suffer no light to be 
made, when we would commence hacking the man 
or men that were found in the house, threatening 
them with instant death, and occasionally making 
a furious stroke as if to dispatch them at once, but 
taking care to strike the wall or some object that was 
in the way, they generally being found crouched up 
in some corner, or about the beds. Another party 
would mount the roof of the house, and commence 
pulling it down; thus, the dwelling house, smoke 
house, and kitchen, if any, were dismantled and 
torn down, at least to the joists. The poor fellows, 
perhaps expecting instant death, would beg hard for 
life, and make any promise on condition of being 
spared, while their wives or friends would join in 
their entreaties.


